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ToC Entry
A kinetic, single cell proteomic study of chemically-induced carcinogenesis is interpreted by
treating the single cell data as fluctuations of an open system transitioning between different
steady states. In analogy to a first-order transition, phase coexistence and the loss of degrees of
freedom are observed. The transition is detected well before the appearance of the traditional
biomarker of the carcinogenic transformation.
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Cellular transitions between distinct steady states are fundamental in processes that range
from cellular differentiation to the various steps of carcinogenesis. Such transitions are
broadly studied, but general models for understanding them have been historically limited to
1 4
qualitative descriptions.[ – ] This contrasts with phase transitions seen in physical systems,
which are well characterized within the context of the physico-chemical laws, and can be
partially understood within the context of, for example, simple Ising-type models of
magnetization. A control parameter (such as temperature) is varied, and the fluctuations of
the magnetic moments of lattice sites are analyzed as the system approaches and passes
through a critical point. Those fluctuations can reveal statistical signatures of phase
transition, which can be verified experimentally. These include signatures of stable states,
signatures of the proximity to a critical point (increased fluctuations), or signatures of a
critical point (loss of degrees of freedom or divergence of correlation length). The
advantages of such models are that they are independent of many system-specific details;
such details are captured in the interactions between the lattice sites.
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Such physical models have been applied to in silico modelling of transitions in gene and
4 5
6
protein regulatory networks within cells.[ , ] Chemical kinetics[ ] or a master equation
7
8
formalism[ , ] is used to model the regulatory networks as a set of elementary reactions,
which can provide what are effectively the site interactions. Tuning specific kinetic or
molecular parameters can push the model towards or through a critical point. These
approaches can identify steady states, and provide insights into those parameters that can
trigger transitions. For purely in silico models, or even for experimentally-calibrated
6
models,[ ] predictions near critical points (non-linear regimes) are challenging.
We describe a conceptually straightforward and potentially general approach for
understanding cellular transitions. We begin with quantitative measurements of a panel of
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functional proteins from single cells. For each regulatory protein, we measure its single cell
expression level for a statistically significant number of cells, thereby, determining the
variations in expression levels. We interpret the experimental results using an information
theoretic approach for resolving steady states, transitions between states, and a detailed
analysis, at the molecular level, of how those transitions relate back to their control
parameter(s).

Author Manuscript

The Single Cell Barcode Chip (SCBC) has been extensively described and validated
9 10
previously.[ , ] It is based on isolating single cells within nanoliter-volume microchambers
for cell capture, lysis, and subsequent proteomic analysis (Figure S1 and Text ST1–7). Each
microchamber contains a miniature antibody array for the capture and detection of a panel of
proteins (Figure S1d). The cell determines the copy numbers of a given protein, while the
microchamber volume determines the concentration. Sandwich ELISA-like assays with
measurement error of <10%, permit full calibrations (Text ST7). The benchmarking of the
SCBC assay with other single cell proteomics techniques such as FACS and mass cytometry
11 12
has been reported.[ , ]
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Our theoretic approach starts with the statistical definition of a stable steady state, which is
one in which the fluctuations (here, the measured protein copy numbers per cell, measured
across many single cells) comprise a uniformly broadened distribution about an unchanging
mean (a state of minimal free energy). The application of a chemical carcinogen to epithelial
cells induces certain constraints within the cells that result in non-uniform fluctuations,
which may be interpreted as deviations from the steady state. To analyze the fluctuations, we
13 15
employ thermodynamics based Surprisal analysis.[ – ] This analysis was first applied to
13
characterize the dynamics of non-equilibrium systems in chemical physics.[ ] In biology,
Surprisal analysis allows for the identification of the expected gene expression levels at the
16 17
steady state,[ , ] and deviations from the steady state due to constraints operating within
15
17
the system.[ , ] Here, we recognize the constraints by identifying groups of proteins
18
associated with a given constraint, and so exhibit similar deviations from the steady state.[ ]
Thus, we relate a given constraint to an unbalanced process operating in the system. More
than one unbalanced process may operate in the system. Since the experiments yield
measurements of specific protein levels in copy numbers per cell, we can analyze the
variations of free energy differences (albeit limited by the measured proteins) that exist
between the cell populations at a particular time point of treatment, relative to the steady
state (untreated) control cells.

Author Manuscript

Cells are finite systems. This means that cells from a clonal population will vary from one
19
another in terms of the copy numbers of specific analytes.[ ] It is this cell-to-cell variability
that, comprises the fluctuations which, in turn, provide a critical input into the
thermodynamics-inspired models used here. By contrast, bulk measurements just provide an
average value. An additional set of parameters that is captured at the single cell level are the
protein-protein correlations. In bulk assays, two proteins are correlated if their average levels
increase or decrease together, when the system is perturbed. In this work, the measured
correlations and anti-correlations depend upon the statistical relationship between any two
proteins, as measured across many single cells. Two proteins may be correlated in the bulk,
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but have no statistically significant protein-protein correlation at the level of single cells
(detailed example in Figure S2).
The basic system used for carcinogenic transformation is a non-transformed MCF-10F cell
line, which is grown in a mitogenic factor-supplemented growth medium (Text ST8).
20 22
Following literature protocols,[ – ] the CIC transition was triggered by periodically dosing
a culture of MCF-10F human mammary epithelial cells with Benzo[a]pyrene (B[a]P),
according to the timeline of Figure 1(a) and 1(b). Each 48 hour dose is followed by
passaging in normal growth medium for ~2 weeks. After three dosages, the cells were
maintained in the normal growth medium indefinitely. Untreated controls were cultured and
passaged concurrently (Text ST8 and ST9). CiC kinetics was studied through quantification
of a panel of 11 functional proteins from single cells, at 9 different time points (Figure 1(b)).
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The selection of the protein panel to characterize the carcinogenic transformation was based
on a literature analysis deigned to identify a readily managed number of functional phospho23 34
proteins that best represent the signaling dynamics during carcinogenesis.[ – ] The panel
of assayed proteins (Table S1) represent various cellular processes that are strongly
influenced by the carcinogen treatment, including cell proliferation, cell-cycle regulation and
apoptosis. A more comprehensive panel could permit a more statistically thorough
investigation of the CiC and perhaps reveal more biology, but it would be unlikely to alter
the basic conclusions drawn from this work.
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The transformation phenotypes were analyzed using bulk colonogenic assays to assess
changes in cell viability and cellular phenotypes. a.) limited cell density growth assay, b.)
dependence on the mitotic factor for the cell survival. c.) ability of the cells to survive in 3D
growth matrix (Anchorage Independence Assay). In all these assays, only the transformed
cells demonstrated proliferative advantage. Four weeks following start of treatment, the cells
exhibited minor morphology changes and, at some point after day 40, they began to exhibit a
carcinogenic phenotype, which was clearly measured at day 96, by enhanced proliferation
(Figure 1(d,e)), enhanced survival in low growth factor medium (Figure 1(f) and Figure S3),
and enhanced ability to generate colonies in soft agar, (Figure 1(g,h)).
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The fluctuations of most individual proteins are characterized by narrow distributions at day
0 (control; also see Figure S4 for control samples at different time points) and beyond day
20 22
40, where the cells in population are anticipated to be of pre-cancerous phenotype[ , ].
Between day 0 and day 40, the fluctuations exhibit long, uneven tails towards high protein
copy numbers (Figure 2(a) and Figure S5). The protein-protein correlation matrices are
sparse at day 0 (untreated control; Figure S5a) and days 57–96, but exhibit nearly all-to-all
correlations at intermediate times, with a temporary reduction in correlations at day 21
(Figure 2(b)). The all-to-all correlations indicate a divergence of correlation length, which is
a statistical indicator of a critical point transition. Preliminary analysis of the single cell data
using both the distribution variance and the protein-protein correlation indices indicate the
existence of one or more critical points during the time point between days 8–28 (Figure 2).
To make a thermodynamic based characterization of the critical points during the
13 15
carcinogenesis, we employed surprisal analysis.[ , ] The analysis is based on the premise
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that all biological systems reach a state of minimal free energy under standard temperature
and pressure given the existing environmental and genomic constraints. Importantly, this
state is not necessarily the basal, most stable, steady state, which is reached when the system
is free of constraints. Our analysis identifies the steady state protein expression levels, and
the deviations in those levels due to the existing constraints. B[a]P treatment imposes a
constraint but more than one constraint may be identified in the system. Each constraint is
associated with an unbalanced biological process that deviates the system from the steady
state and causes the coordinated deviations of a subset of proteins from their steady state
expression level. For more details on surprisal analysis of non-equilibrium biological
15 17
systems see [ – ].
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Many complex biological processes, such as the initial transformation towards cancer, occur
35
through the actions of individual cells.[ ] Similarly, our analysis was implemented
independently for each measured cell. The levels of different proteins for each cell at each
time point t are represented as Equation 1 (details in Text ST11):

(1)

Here,
the expected expression level of a protein i at the steady state in a measured
cell at the time point t. This parameter corresponds to the steady state and is time-invariant.

Author Manuscript

We do not constrain
to a constant value but use any resulting variation as a check
for the constancy of the parameter. The exponential term in Equation 1 represents the
deviation from the steady value due to the constraints. For convenience, for each cell we
express the steady state in a form analogous to the deviations,
.

and

are weights of a protein i in the steady state

respectively, while
and
are weights
and unbalanced processes
of the steady state and unbalanced processes
in a cell i at time point t. (Details in
Table S1 and Text ST12).
The untreated (control) cells, as well as cells at d40 – d96, were found to be close to the
steady state, meaning that
. This can be seen in Figure 3(a), in which
we plot time dependent weights of the steady state and the first two constraints, for each cell.
Note that and are near 0-valued for the control (C) and at days 40–96. Furthermore,
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) for the control and for
note, in Figure 3(b), that the steady state variations (
days 40–96 are well-fit by a single Gaussian. For these latter time points, the mean value of
is slowly evolving, as the weights ( and ) of the
constraints dissipate over
time and the system settles to a steady state.
At intermediate times, the picture is quite different. Shortly following carcinogen exposure
(days 8–28), the two constraints
take on significant amplitude. Figure 3(a)), implying
strong deviations from the steady states. For a given time point, these constraints deviate in
the same direction for all of the cells in the population, excepting at day 28 (Figure 3(a)). A
third constraint (
) was found to have significant weight only at day 21 (Figure S6). All
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other higher terms fluctuate about zero throughout the time course studied. Interestingly, the
steady state variations (Figure 3(b)) yield clear bimodal distributions at day 12, either
bimodal or strongly skewed distributions at days 15 and 21, and again a clear bimodal
distribution at day 28. These bimodal distributions hint at a phase coexistence, which, in
turn, hints at a phase transition that happens at day ~12 and then again at day 28.
We analyzed this potential phase coexistence by taking a cue from the ice/water transition
system. We can distinguish between two phases (water and ice) based on different physical
attributes such as different index of light reflection or differences in the shear modulus. In
other words, we look for an observable parameter that differs in value between the two
phases. Here we use the weight of the
constraint (most significant constraint; ) as a
distinguishing observable parameter for the CIC transition. Scatter plots of

vs.
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for days 12 and 28 are shown in Figure 3(c). These plots reveal that the two
coexisting cell populations differ in the significance of the first unbalanced process. (For
more details see Text S12). A biological interpretation of the constraint
is provided by
analyzing the values of
. This shows that the dominant constraint
is largely
characterized by an anti-correlation of the proteins p70S6K and pERK (Figure S7). If λ1 is
positive then p70S6K is induced and pERK is repressed and vice versa. These two proteins
are known to be involved in the process of CIC through the MAPK and p70S6K
36 37
pathway.[ , ] Protein p70S6k plays a special role in the analysis since it has the highest
weight in the process
(Figure S7). Therefore this process, which dominates the
transition, is most clearly seen in the data for protein p70s6k (Figure 3b). Nevertheless the
time trend, as shown by

, is the same for all proteins (Text S12).
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The
constraint is important during days 8–15, and is largely described by an anticorrelation of pGSK with pCHK2 and, to a lesser extent, an anti-correlation between pGSK
and Cox2. The
constraint has measurable weight only at day 21, which is evidently the
least stable point of the transition (Figure 3(b)). This constraint exhibits anti-correlations
between the pair of proteins pAkt and pERK and the apoptotic proteins, pCHK2, BCL2 and
p53 (Figure S7).
The above discussion implies one or more critical point transitions between days 8 and 28. If
that transition is of first order, then changes in at least one or more extensive variables (i.e.
energy) will not significantly influence the conjugated intensive variables (i.e.
38
temperature).[ ] In these experiments, we are particularly sensitive to the relationships
between the extensive variables of protein copy numbers and the intensive variables of
10 39
protein chemical potentials.[ , ] This is because we directly measure protein copy
numbers and protein-protein correlations. This allows us to estimate how changing the levels
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of one protein will influence other proteins through the relationship
. Here,
and
represent the changes in average protein copy
the components of the vectors
numbers and protein chemical potentials, respectively, between any two time points, while
and Σ is the measured protein-protein covariance matrix. For a stable state, or a
weak perturbation, this matrix relation can be used as a quantitative statement of the
10
principle of Le Chatelier.[ ]
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We examined the covariance matrix Σ at every time point. If Σ has a significant increase in
its eigenvalues in comparison with other time points, this indicates that the inverse matrix,
, has one or more near zero eigenvalues. The appearance of the near zero eigenvalues
indicates that changes in protein copy numbers do not lead to changes in the chemical
potential of those proteins, thus implying the loss of one or more degrees of freedom, as
38
expected for a phase transition (the Gibbs Phase rule).[ ] If one or more of the chemical
potentials do not change, the implication is that no work is required to move those proteins
from one phase to another.

Author Manuscript

We identified an onset of the increase in the eigenvalues of Σ at day 8, reaching a maximum
at day 15, and then followed by a steep drop (Figure 3(d)), implying that a phase transition
occurs at days 12–15. However, the overall transition between the two steady states at the
endpoints of the study appears to sample multiple intermediate states, and in interesting
ways. The steep drop in the eigenvalues at day 21 implies a transition at that point is the
inverse of the ‘normal’ transition between days 12–15 (i.e. the eigenvalues of Σ approach 0
at 21). This still can be viewed as a singular point that is, in fact, similar to a hypoxiainduced transition previously reported within an mTOR signaling network for certain brain
39
cancer tumor models.[ ] A second sharp increase in the eigenvalues day 28 point to the
occurrence of a second loss of degree of freedom. A key result is that the cellular transition,
which is detected as early as days 12–15 following start of treatment, precedes the
phenotypic change, (Figure 1 (c)–(g)), which is observed after day 40.

Author Manuscript

In this work, a microfluidic platform for single cell proteomic analysis, involving a panel of
functional proteins relevant for carcinogenesis process, was used to investigate the existence
of critical phase transitions in an epithelial system undergoing chemical induced
carcinogenesis (CiC). Statistical fluctuations and protein-protein correlation matrices
indicate the existence of tipping point bifurcation dynamics in the system undergoing CiC. A
more detailed, quantitative Le Chatelier’s principle framework of Surprisal analysis, based
on protein covariance matrices, was used to connect the measured fluctuations of proteins
from single cells to a thermodynamics based approach for identifying the classical hallmarks
of phase transition: phase coexistence, loss of degrees of freedom. This is conceptually
similar to Ising-type model, where the CiC process may be viewed as a phase transition
between two stable steady (Figure 3(b)). The transition, while broad, appears as almost a
textbook example of a 1st order phase transition, with hallmarks that include, in the vicinity
of the critical point, divergent correlations, phase coexistence, and loss of degrees of
freedom.
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A practical observation is that the actual CiC transition (around day 15), significantly
precedes the actual emergence of the traditional precancerous phenotype, which appears
between day 40 and day 96. In fact, statistical indicators anticipate the onset of a critical
point transition as early as day 8 following start of treatment. There are a number of other
cellular transitions associated with carcinogenesis, including the transition to an invasive
and/or a metastatic phenotype, or the transition to a drug-resistant phenotype. Whether the
approaches here can be generally applied towards these other transitions and, in particular,
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whether they can be used to anticipate those transitions, is an open question that we are
actively pursuing.

Supplementary Material
Refer to Web version on PubMed Central for supplementary material.
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Figure 1. The experimental schema and results of colonogenic assay
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a. Protocol for the cycles of B[a]P treatment of the MCF 10F cells. b. Time line representing
B[a]P dosing, and the 9 (including control) time points for the SCBC analysis. c.
Colonogenic assays of cells treated with B[a]P, in complete growth medium under limited
cell density. The numbers at the top right of the photographs presents the time point from
which the treated cells were used to perform the assay. d. Colonogenic assay for
characterizing the anchorage independence (AIG) of MCF-10F cells treated with BaP. e.
quantification of colonogenic assay in complete growth medium under limiting cell density
(Supporting information text ST 10). Plot shows number of colonies formed from 5000 cell
(n=3). f. Quantification of colonogenic assay in reduced growth medium (Supporting
information text ST 10; Figure S3). Plot shows number of colonies formed from 20000 cell
(n=3). g. Quantification of colonogenic assay in Anchorage Independence assay (Supporting
information text ST 10).
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Figure 2. Representative results of the SCBC analysis

a. One-dimensional scatter plots of the single cell levels of few representative proteins across
the kinetic timeline. b. Protein-protein covariance matrices, extracted from SCBC data of
MCF-10F cells treated with BaP, at all the time points in the kinetic study.
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Figure 3. Analysis of single cell data through the CiC transition

a. The weight of the steady state term (

) and the first two constraints (

and

) plotted,

for each cell and color-coded for each time point. b. Number of cells vs.
, with
different panels shown at different time points shown for the pS6K protein. Comparable
are similar (Supplementary
distributions are obtained for other measured proteins since
figure S7). The distribution (b) at every time point was fitted to either unimodal or Bimodal
Gaussian distributions. Bimodal Gaussian distributions appear as the best fitting distribution
for the days 12, 15 and 28 (R2 >0.95), whereas unimodal Gaussian is the best fit for the
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control, d57 and d96 (R2 >0.95). c. Scatter plots of values vs at the day 12 and day 28.
The unbalanced process has higher significance,
, (as indicated by
at the day
12 or
at the day 28) in the cell subpopulations with lower protein abundance, as
represented by lower values of . d. Principle eigenvalues (1 and 2) of the covariance matrix
are plotted as a function of t.
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Description of the Surpisal Analysis (Equation 1)
Parameter

Description

α

Labels the constraint and the associated unbalanced biological process
Weight/amplitude of the constraint

in a particular cell at a time point t.

The extent of influence of the constraint

on every measured protein i.

Deviations of the protein levels from the steady state levels due to the constraints
protein i in every cell at the time point t

Repeated for every

Expression levels of a protein i in every cell at the steady state at a time point t. These values are used to build
histograms representing protein distributions at the steady state.
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